AQUA-MAX™
Pressure Booster

- **Increased Water Pressure** at all fixtures and sprinkler heads (30psi)
- **Automatically Starts** when water is drawn & stops when demand ends
- **No Short Cycling** increases pressure after water demand ends
- **Simple Installation** into incoming water line & plugs into 115V outlet
- **Compact Design** 14”x14”x11”, easy installation
- **Quiet Operation** totally enclosed fan cooled motor
- **Stainless Steel** Pump Construction corrosion resistant & reliable
- **Composite Control** with reinforced brass connections
- **Built in check valve** eliminates backflow to main
- **Mounting Base** attach to floor or wall
- **Washdown Enclosures** sealed to prevent water entry
- **Drain and Fill Plugs** quick filling and venting
- **Connections**: Inlet 1”, outlet 3/4” male tailpiece with union on 1” connection.
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